
Specifications

ZipGrip®

ZipGrip® is a system allowing the installation of a pulling or 
holdback eye on various cylindrical or nearly cylindrical substrates. 
These units were primarily developed for use in the offshore pipe 
lay and umbilical installation and maintenance arena.

Yale Cordage started manufacturing our line of YaleGrips synthetic 
pulling and stopping grips more than 20 years ago, and they have 
been used successfully worldwide for the deployment of umbilicals, 

Our ZipGrip® design is based on the same successful platform, and 
it utilizes the Aramid grip stock in a new design, which not only 
decreases the overall grip length by approximately 75%, but 

compressive forces, preventing damage to the pipe’s outer layers.

ZipGrip® lengths when installed are approximately 1/3 of the 
installed length of our time-tested YaleGrips product. As a 
guideline, the installed length is 19 times the pipe diameter. 
Example pipe: 170 mm = 3,230 mm installed length.

ZipGrips® are very fast to install and even faster to remove. Install 
times are generally 10%–20% of a similar working load and diameter 
YaleGrips. They also require less application space because you are 
not dealing with extremely long tails. The installation zone needed is 
only about 10% longer than the installed length.

ZipGrips® can be installed on a coiled pipe or umbilical. No need to 
fully straighten it prior to installation.

and load requirements.

Construction: Standard product is made with Technora®. 
Technora®

and lightweight.

Installation/Removal: Quick and easy to install and remove; 
temporary or permanent; install at any point along the pipeline.

Uses: Pipe lay install or holdback; 
umbilical install or holdback; pipeline 

ZipGrip® Properties for a Selection of Diameters: This table represents various examples of what we can manufacture based 
on different diameters at a specific load. Options are not limited to the loads shown. Please contact Yale to discuss 
your specifi c  application for custom designs.
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ZipGrip®

closure is recommended if the ZipGrip® is to be removed by ROV.




